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Abstract—Despite their ability to detect critical bugs in soft-
ware, developers consider high false positive rates to be a key
barrier to using static analysis tools in practice. To improve the
usability of these tools, researchers have recently begun to apply
machine learning techniques to classify and filter false positive
analysis reports. Although initial results have been promising, the
long-term potential and best practices for this line of research
are unclear due to the lack of detailed, large-scale empirical
evaluation. To partially address this knowledge gap, we present
a comparative empirical study of four machine learning tech-
niques, namely hand-engineered features, bag of words, recurrent
neural networks, and graph neural networks, for classifying
false positives, using multiple ground-truth program sets. We
also introduce and evaluate new data preparation routines for
recurrent neural networks and node representations for graph
neural networks, and show that these routines can have a
substantial positive impact on classification accuracy. Overall, our
results suggest that recurrent neural networks (which learn over a
program’s source code) outperform the other subject techniques,
although interesting tradeoffs are present among all techniques.
Our observations provide insight into the future research needed
to speed the adoption of machine learning approaches in practice.

Index Terms—static analysis, false positive classification, ma-
chine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Static analysis (SA) tools are designed to detect errors that
might jeopardize the security and performance of software
applications. Unfortunately, SA tools frequently generate large
numbers of false positives results, i.e., non-errors incorrectly
labeled as errors. Because developers must manually resolve
each SA report, many regard this issue as a key barrier to
using SA tools in practice [32]. That is, developers perceive
the cost of painstakingly analyzing hundreds or even thousands
of error reports that ultimately turn out be false to outweigh
the cost of missing some potential errors.

To address this problem, SA researchers have, in fact,
proposed numerous tweaks and improvements (e.g., [10], [20],
[34], [53]). While these efforts have had a positive effect, in
practice, false positives are still too common [40]. One reason
for this is that the symptoms of false positives are numerous

and varied and, therefore, hard to detect with simple pre-
defined checkers. Recently, researchers have applied machine
learning (ML) approaches to triage SA reports by ranking or
filtering so that developers can focus on the reports that are
likely to be true positives. Their hope is that ML approaches
could learn patterns that lead to false positives, and that
are hard to detect with traditional static analysis approaches,
thereby greatly improving the practical cost and benefit ratio
of using SA tools [33], [35], [36], [50], [70].

To date, most research in this area has used ML tech-
niques with hand-engineered features to classify and filter
false positives [22], [23], [61], [69]. These approaches focus
on learning observable features of the static analysis results.
They also tend to include black-box observations of the target
programs. For example, bug type or rule violation type is
one commonly used feature in several recent approaches [23],
[61], [69]. Potential limitations of these approaches include
that feature identification often relies on manual and time-
consuming investigations by experts, and that, by design, the
approach ignores the deep structure of the source code being
analyzed, inevitably leading to a loss of accuracy. To address
these limitations, Koc et al. [35] experimented with neural
network-based learning approaches, which could potentially
capture source code-level characteristics that may have led
to false positives. Their evaluation on synthetic benchmarks
showed that a specific type of recurrent neural network
significantly improved classification accuracy, compared to a
Bayesian inference-based approach. Given the limited data set
involved in that study, however, further study is called for.

Overall, while existing research suggests the benefits of
applying ML algorithms to classify SA results, there are
important open research questions to be addressed before
machine learning algorithms are likely to be routinely ap-
plied to this use case. First and foremost, there has been
relatively little extensive empirical evaluation of different ML
algorithms. Such empirical evaluation is of great practical
importance for understanding the tradeoffs and requirements of
ML algorithms. Second, the effectiveness and generalizability



of the features used and data preparation techniques needed for
different ML techniques have not been well-investigated for
actual usage scenarios. Third, there is also need for larger, real-
world program datasets to better validate the findings of prior
work which was largely conducted on synthetic benchmarks.
These open problems leave uncertainty as to which approaches
to use and when to use them in practice.

To partially address these limitations, in this work, we
describe a systematic, comparative study of multiple ML
approaches for classifying SA results1. Our study makes sev-
eral key contributions. First, we create a real-world, ground-
truth benchmark for the experiments, consisting of 14 Java
programs covering a wide range of application domains and
400 vulnerability reports from a widely used SA tool for Java
(Section III). Second, we introduce key data preparation rou-
tines for applying neural networks to this problem (Section II).
Third, we compare the effectiveness of four families of ML
approaches: hand-engineered features, bag of words, recurrent
neural networks, and graph neural networks, with different
combinations of data preparation routines (Section IV).

Our experimental results provide significant insights into
the performance and applicability of the ML algorithms and
data preparation techniques in two different real-world ap-
plication scenarios we studied. First, we observe that the
recurrent neural networks perform better compared to the other
approaches. Second, with more precise data preparation, we
achieved large performance improvements over the state-of-
the-art [35]. Furthermore, with the two application scenarios
we studied, we demonstrated that the data preparation for
neural networks has a significant impact on the performance
and generalizability of the approaches, and different data
preparation techniques should be applied in different appli-
cation scenarios (Section V).

II. ADAPTING ML TO CLASSIFY FALSE POSITIVES

In this section, we discuss the four ML approaches we
studied: learning with hand-engineered features (HEF), bag
of words (BoW), recurrent neural networks (RNN), and graph
neural networks (GNN). We first provide brief background
information with some examples of their use in software
engineering. Then we describe how we apply them to the
SA false positive classification task with data preparation
routines we developed or adopted. HEF can be regarded
as the state-of-the-art ML application for this problem [64].
However, by design, they cannot include the deep structure of
the source code being analyzed. The other three approaches
add an increasing amount of structural information as we
move from BoW to GNN. To the best of our knowledge,
BoW and GNN have not been used to solve this problem
before, while RNN has been used in a recent case study [35].
Furthermore, previous work has not focused on the details of
the data preparation routines or their effects on the training
performance and generalizability.

1The experimental infrastructure of this study (including all raw data) is
available at: https://bitbucket.org/ugur_koc/mangrove

Detecting false positives can be framed as a standard binary
classification problem [55]. Given an input ®x, e.g., a point in a
high dimensional space RD , the classifier produces an output
y = fθ (®x), where y = 1 for false positives, y = 0 otherwise.
Constructing such a classifier requires defining input vector ®x
that captures features of programs that might help detect false
positives. We also need to select a function fθ , as different
families of functions encode different inductive biases and
assumptions about how to predict outputs for new inputs.
Once these two decisions have been made, the classifier can
be trained, by estimating its parameters θ from a large set of
known false positives and true positives {(x1, y1) . . . (xN, yN )}.

A. Learning with Hand-engineered Features

Background: A feature vector ®x can be constructed by
asking experts to list measurable properties of the program
and SA report that might be indicative of true positives
or false positives. Each property can then be represented
numerically by one or more elements in ®x. Hand-engineered
features have been defined to classify SA false positives in
existing work [22], [23], [61], [69]. Tripp et al. [61] identified
features to filter false cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability
reports for JavaScript programs. These features are: (1) source
identifier (e.g., document.location), (2) sink identifier
(e.g., window.open), (3) source line number, (4) sink line
number, (5) source URL, (6) sink URL, (7) external objects
(e.g., flash), (8) total results, (9) number of steps (flow
milestones comprising the witness path), (10) analysis time,
(11) number of path conditions, (12) number of functions, (13)
rule name, (14) severity. The first seven features are lexical,
the next five are quantitative, and last two are security-specific.
Note that, identifying these features requires expertise in web
application security and JavaScript.

Our adaptation: In this work, we adapted the original
feature set from Tripp et al. [61] by dropping features source
URL, sink URL and external objects as they do not appear
in Java applications (our datasets consist of Java programs,
Section III), and extending it with two features extracted from
SA reports that might improve the detection of false positives:
confidence of the analyzer, which is designed to measure the
likelihood of a report being a true positive, and number of
classes referred in the error trace. We conjecture that longer
error traces with references to many classes might indicate
imprecision in the analysis, thus suggesting a higher chance
of false positives.

Once the feature representations are defined, a wealth of
classifiers fθ and training algorithms can be used to learn
how to make predictions. Since feature vectors ®x encode
rich knowledge about the task, classifiers fθ that compute
simple combinations of these features can be sufficient to train
good models quickly. However, defining diverse features that
capture all variations that might occur in different datasets is
challenging and requires human expertise.

Next, we explore how to represent program source code for
more complex ML approaches that can implicitly learn feature
representations.



1 EXPR 164 {
2 O reference;
3 V "v3 = com.mangrove.utils.DBHelper.conn";
4 T "Ljava/sql/Connection";
5 S "com/mangrove/utils/DBHelper.java":15,0;
6 DD 166;
7 CF 166;
8 ...}

Fig. 1. Sample PDG Node (simplified for presentation)

B. Program Slicing for Summarization

Background: Real-world programs are large (see Table I),
and learning directly from such data is challenging since many
sections of the code are unlikely to pertain to false positives
and are likely to introduce noise for certain ML approaches. To
address this difficulty, Koc et al. [35] computed the backward
slice of the programs being analyzed starting from the reported
source line [65]. The rationale for this choice is that the
backward slice is a good summary of programs for the SA
report classification task as it includes all the statements that
may affect the behavior at the reported line.

Our adaptation: In this work, we also use program slicing
as a pre-summarization step for BoW, RNN, and GNN ap-
proaches. Specifically, we used Joana [29], a program analysis
framework for Java, for computing backward slices. The first
step is determining the entry points from which the program
starts to run. For our problem, we first find the call hierarchy
of the method containing the error line, then in this hierarchy
identify the methods that can be invoked by user to set as the
entry points. Such methods can be APIs if the program is a
library, or the main method (which is the default entry point),
or test cases. Next, we compute the program dependency graph
(PDG) which consists of PDG nodes denoting the program
locations that are reachable from the entry points. Then, we
identify the PDG node(s) that appear in the reported source
line. Finally, we compute the backward slice from that line to
the entry point(s).

Figure 1 shows an example PDG node. Line 1 shows
the kind and ID of the node, which are EXPR and 164,
respectively. At line 2, we see the operation is a reference.
At line 3, V denotes the value of the bytecode statement in
WALA IR2. At line 4, T is the type of the statement (here, the
Connection class in java.sql). Lastly, there is a list of
outgoing dependency edges. DD and CF at lines 7 and 8 denote
that this node has a data dependency edge and a control-flow
edge, respectively, to the node with ID 166. In the following
discussion, we will refer to these fields of PDG node.

C. Bag of Words

Background: How can we represent a program slice as
a feature vector that contains useful information to detect
false positives? We take inspiration from text classification
problems, where classifier inputs are natural language doc-
uments and “Bag of Words” (BoW) features provide simple
yet effective representations [16]. BoW represents a document

2Joana uses the intermediate representation from the T.J. Watson Libraries
for Analysis (WALA) [63].

as a multiset of the words found in the document, ignoring
their order. The resulting feature vector ®x for a document has
as many entries as words in the dictionary, and each entry
indicates whether a specific word exists in the document.

BoW has been used in software engineering as an infor-
mation retrieval technique to solve problems such as dupli-
cate report detection [59], bug localization [41], and code
search [68]. Such applications often use natural language
descriptions provided by humans (developers or users). To our
knowledge, BoW has not been used to classify SA reports.
Our adaptation: In our experiments, we used two variations
of BoW. The first variation checks the occurrence of words,
which leads to a binary feature vector representation, where
the features are the words. 1 means that the corresponding
word is in a program, and 0 means it is not. The second
variation counts the frequency of words, which leads to an
integer feature vector, where each integer indicates how many
times the corresponding word occurs. In our setting, “words”
correspond to tokens extracted from program slices using data
preparation routines introduced in Section II-D.

Similar to the HEF approach, once the feature vector
representations are created, any classification algorithm can
be used for training. For a fixed classifier, training with BoW
often takes longer than learning with HEF because the feature
space (i.e., the dictionary) is usually significantly larger.

D. Recurrent Neural Networks

Background: BoW features ignore order. For text classifi-
cation, recurrent neural networks [14], [24], [42] have emerged
as a powerful alternative approach that views text as an
(arbitrary-length) sequence of words and automatically learn
vector representations for each word in the sequence [16].

RNNs process a sequence of words with arbitrary-length
X = 〈x0, x1, . . . , xt, . . . , xn〉 from left to right, one position
at a time. For each position t, RNNs compute a feature
vector ht as a function of the observed input xt and the
representation learned for the previous position ht−1, i.e,
ht = RNN(xt, ht−1). Once the sequence has been read, the
average vectors 〈h0, h1, . . . , hn〉 is used as input to a logistic
regression classifier.

RNNs can take different forms.
A standard RNN unit is illustrated
in the figure on the left. During
training, the parameters of the lo-
gistic regression classifier and of
the RNN function are estimated

jointly. As a result, the vectors ht can be viewed as feature
representations for xt that are learned from data, implicitly
capturing relevant context knowledge about the sequence
prefix 〈x0, . . . xt−1〉 due to the structure of the RNN. Unlike
HEF or BoW, the feature vectors ht are directly optimized
for the classification task. This advantage comes at the cost
of interpretability since the values of ht are much harder for
humans to interpret than the BoW or HEF.

Recently, researchers have begun to use RNNs to solve SE
task such as code completion [8], and code synthesis [37],



[39]. In a recent paper, Koc et al. [35] conducted a case study
using Long Short-term Memories (LSTM) [14], [24], a popular
kind of RNN, for classifying SA false positives.

Our adaptation: In this work, we study LSTMs as well, as
they are well suited to modeling long sequences [56]. To use
LSTM, we need to transform program slices into sequences
of tokens, which we achieve with four sets of transformations.
We denote each transformation as Tx for some x so we can
refer to it later in the paper. We list the transformations in
order of complexity, and a transformation is applied only after
applying all of the other, less complex transformations.

1) Data Cleansing and Tokenization (Tcln): This set of
transformations remove certain PDG nodes and perform basic
tokenization. First, they remove nodes of certain kinds (i.e.,
formal_in, formal_out, actual_in, actual_out),
or whose value fields contain any of the phrases: many2many,
UNIQ, 〈init〉, immutable, fake, _exception_, or
whose class loader is Primordial, which means this class is not
part of programs source code. These nodes are removed be-
cause they do not provide useful information for the learning.
Some of them do not even inhibit anything from the actual
content of programs, but rather they are in the PDG to satisfy
static single assignment form3. For instance, the nodes with
type NORM and operation compound do not have bytecode
instructions from the program in their value field (only the
phrase many2many). Second, they extract tokens from paths
of classes and methods by splitting them by ‘.’ or ‘/’.

2) Abstracting Numbers and String Literals (Tans): These
transformations replace numbers and string literals that appear
in a program slice with abstract values. We hypothesize that
these transformations will make learning more effective by
reducing the vocabulary of a given dataset and will help us to
train more generalizable models.

First, two digit numbers are replaced with N2, three digit
numbers are with N3, and numbers with four or more digit
are with N4+. We apply similar transformations for negative
numbers and numbers in scientific notation. Next, we extract
the list of string literals and replace each of them with the
token STR followed by a unique number. For example, the
first string literal in the list will be replaced with STR 1.

3) Abstracting Program-specific Words (Taps): Many pro-
grammers use a common, small set of words as identifiers, e.g.,
i, j, and counter are often used as integer variable iden-
tifiers. We expect that such commonplace identifiers are also
helpful for our learning task. On the other hand, programmers
might use identifiers that are program- or domain-specific, and
hence do not commonly appear in other programs. Learning
these identifiers may not be useful for classifying SA reports
in other programs.

Therefore, Taps abstracts away certain words from the
dataset that occur less than a certain amount of time, or that
only occur in a single program, by replacing them with phrase
UNK. Similar to Tans, these transformations are expected to

3A property of the representation which requires that each variable is
assigned exactly once, and every variable is defined before it is used [54].

improve the effectiveness by reducing the vocabulary size and
generalizability via abstractions.

4) Extracting English Words From Identifiers (Text): Many
identifiers are composed of multiple English words. For exam-
ple, the getFilePath method from the Java standard library
consists of three English words: get, File, and Path.
To make our models more generalizable and to reduce the
vocabulary size, we split any camelCase or snake_case
identifiers into their constituent words.

To the best of our knowledge, the effects of these trans-
formations have not been thoroughly studied in the past,
although transformations similar to Tcln, Tans, and Taps were
used by Koc et al. [35]. We further improved and extended
the transformations for mapping string literals and numbers
with generic placeholders (e.g., STR 1, N1), splitting paths
of classes and methods, and removing certain PDG nodes to
improve the effectiveness and generalizability.

E. Graph Neural Networks

Background: With RNN, we represent programs as a
sequence of tokens. However, programs have a more complex
structure that might be better represented with a graph. To
leverage such structure, we explore graph neural networks
which compute vector representations for nodes in a graph
using information from neighboring nodes [18], [57]. The
graphs are of the form G = 〈N, E〉, where N = n0, n1, . . . , ni
is the set of nodes, and E = e1, e2, . . . , ej is the set of edges.
Each node i is represented with a vector hi , which captures
learned features of the node in the context of the graph.

The edges are of the form e = 〈type, source, dest〉, where
type is the type of the edge and source and dest are the IDs
of the source and destination nodes, respectively. The vectors
hi are computed iteratively, starting with arbitrary values at
time t = 0, and incorporating information from neighboring
nodes NBR(ni) at each time step t, i.e, h(t)i = f (ni, h

(t−1)
NBR(ni )

).
The function f is defined as a neural network.

Our adaptation: In our study, we focus on a variation of
GNNs called Gated Graph Neural Networks (GGNN) [38].
GGNNs have gated recurrent units and enable initialization
of the node representation. GGNNs have been used to learn
properties about programs [3], [38], but have not been applied
to classify SA false positives or to learn from program
slices. To adapt GGNNs to our problem, we introduce three
approaches for initializing the input node representations ni .

1) Using Kind, Operation, and Type Fields (KOT): As the
first representation, we only use the Kind, Operation,
and Type fields of the PDG nodes. For the example node
in Figure 1, the KOT node representation is Vrep =[EXPR,
reference, Ljava/sql/Connection]

2) Extracting a Single Item in Addition to KOT (KOTI): In
the second representation, in addition to KOT, we include one
more item that usually comes from the Value field of the
PDG node depending on the Operation field. For example,
if the operation is call, or entry, or exit, we extract
the identifier of the method that appears in the statement.
The KOTI representation for the PDG node in Figure 1 is



Vrep =[EXPR, reference, Ljava/sql/Connection,
object] (object is the extracted item, meaning that the
reference is for an object).

3) Node Encoding Using Embeddings (Enc): In the third
representation, we use word embeddings to compute a vector
representation that accounts for the entire bytecode in the
Value field (which has arbitrary number of words). To
achieve this, we first perform pre-training using a bigger,
unlabeled dataset to learn embedding vectors that capture
more generic aspects of the words in the dictionary using the
word2vec model [17], [44]. Then we take the average of the
embedding vectors of the words that appear in the Value
field as its representation, EV . Finally, we create a node vector
by concatenating EV with the embedding vectors of Kind,
Operation, and type, i.e., Vrep = EK ++ EO ++ ET ++ EV

where ++ is the concatenation operation.

III. TOOL AND BENCHMARKS

The SA tool we study is FindSecBugs [11] (version 1.4.6),
a popular security checker for Java web applications. We con-
figured FindSecBugs to detect cross-site scripting (XSS), path
traversal (XPATH), and SQL, command, CRLF, and LDAP
injections. We selected this subset of vulnerabilities because
they share similarities in performing suspicious operations on
safety-critical resources. Such operations are detected by the
taint analysis implemented in FindSecBugs.

We used two benchmarks in our evaluation. The first is the
OWASP Benchmark [48], which has been used to evaluate
various SA tools in the literature [6], [35], [67]. In particular,
we used the same programs as Koc et al. [35] so we could
compare results. This benchmark contains 2371 SQL injection
vulnerability reports, 1193 of which are labeled as false
positives; the remaining reports are labeled as true positives.

We constructed the second benchmark, consisting of 14 real-
world programs. We ran FindSecBugs on these programs, and
then manually labeled the resulting vulnerability reports as
true or false positives. We chose these programs using the
following criteria:
• We selected programs for which FindSecBugs generates

vulnerability reports. To have the kinds of vulnerabilities
we study, we observe that programs should perform
database and LDAP queries, use network connections,
read/write files, and/or execute commands.

• We chose programs that are open source because we need
access to source code to apply our ML algorithms.

• We chose programs that are under active development and
are highly used.

• Finally, we chose programs that are small to medium size,
ranging from 5K to 1M lines of code (LoC). Restricting
code size was necessary to successfully create the PDG
which is used for program slicing [29].

Table I shows the details of the collected programs. Several
programs have been used in past research: H2-DB and Hsqldb
are from the Dacapo Benchmark [5] (the other Dacapo pro-
grams did not satisfy our selection criteria) and FreeCS and
UPM were used by Johnson et al. [31]. These 14 programs

TABLE I
PROGRAMS IN THE REAL-WORLD BENCHMARK.

# reports
program description LoC TP FP

Apollo-0.9.1 distributed config. [4] 915 602 4 6
BioJava-4.2.8 comp. genomics frmwrk [49]184 040 26 32
FreeCS-1.2 chat server [13] 27 252 10 0
Giraph-1.1.0 graph processing sys. [15] 120 017 1 8
H2-DB-1.4.196 database engine [21] 235 522 17 30
HSQLDB-2.4.0 database engine [26] 366 902 43 15
Jackrabbit-2.15.7 content repository [25] 416 961 1 6
Jetty-9.4.8 web server w/servlets [28] 650 663 12 4
Joda-Time-2.9.9 date and time frmwrk [30] 277 230 2 3
JPF-8.0 symbolic execution tool [27] 119 186 15 27
MyBatis-3.4.5 persistence frmwrk [45] 133 600 3 15
OkHttp-3.10.0 Android HTTP client [47] 60 774 10 2
UPM-1.14 password management [58] 6358 2 13
Susi.AI-07260c1 artificial intel. API [60] 65 388 47 46
Total - 194 206

range from 6K to 916K LoC and cover a wide range of func-
tionality (see the description column). In total, the 12 programs
on GitHub have a large user base with 5363 watchers, 24 723
stars, and 10 561 forks on GitHub. The other two, Freecs
and HSQDB have 41K+ and 1M+ downloads, respectively,
on sourceforge.net as of October 2018.

Running FindSecBugs on these programs resulted in more
than 400 vulnerability reports. We then labeled the reports by
manually reviewing the code4, resulting in 194 true and 206
false positives as ground-truth. To label a SA report, we first
compute the backward call tree from the method that has the
reported error line. Then we inspect the code in all callers until
either we find a data-flow from an untrusted source (e.g., user
input, http request) without any sanity check—indicating a true
positive—or we exhaust the call tree without identifying any
tainted or unchecked data-flow—indicating a false positive.

Through this review process, we observed that the false pos-
itives we found in the real-world benchmark were significantly
different from those in the OWASP benchmark programs. The
false positives of FindSecBugs usually happen due to one of
three scenarios: (1) the tool over-approximates and incorrectly
finds an unrealizable flow; (2) the tool fails to recognize that
a tainted value becomes untainted along a path, e.g., due to
a sanitization routine; or (3) the source that the tool regards
as tainted is actually not tainted. In the OWASP benchmark,
false positives mostly stem from the first scenario. In our real-
world benchmark, we mostly see only the second and third
scenarios. This demonstrates the importance of creating a real-
world benchmark for our study.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we discuss our experimental setup, including
the variations of ML algorithms we compared, and how we
divide datasets into training and test sets to mimic two different
usage scenarios.

Variations of Machine Learning Algorithms. We com-
pared the four families of ML approaches described in Sec-
tion II. For learning with HEF, we experimented with 9

4The first author performed most of the labeling work while other authors
verified a random selection of labelings.



TABLE II
BOW, LSTM, AND GGNN APPROACHES

applied preparations approach name
Occurrence feature vec. BoW-Occ
Frequency feature vec. BoW-Freq
Tcln LSTM-Raw
Tcln + Tans LSTM-ANS
Tcln + Tans + Taps LSTM-APS
Tcln + Tans + Taps + Text LSTM-Ext
Kind, operation, and type node vec. GGNN-KOT
KOT + an extracted item GGNN-KOTI
Node Encoding GGNN-Enc

classification algorithms: Naive Bayes, BayesianNet, Deci-
sionTree (J48), Random Forest, MultiLayerPerceptron (MLP),
K*, OneR, ZeroR, and support vector machines, with the 15
features described in Section II-A. We used the WEKA [9]
implementations of these algorithms.

For the other three families of approaches, we experimented
with the variations described in Sections II-C, II-D, II-E.
Table II lists these variations with their names and data prepa-
ration applied for them. For example, the approach LSTM-
Raw uses Tcln transformations alone, while LSTM-Ext uses all
four transformations. For BoW, we only used DecisionTree
(J48) based on its good performance on HEF approaches.
We adapted the LSTM implementation designed by Carrier
et al. [7] and extended the GGNN implementation from
Microsoft Research [43].

Application Scenarios. In practice, we envision two scenar-
ios for using ML to classify false positives. First, developers
might continuously run static analysis tools on the same set of
programs as those programs evolve over time. For example, a
group of developers might use static analysis as they develop
their code. In this scenario, the models might learn signals
that specifically appear in those programs, certain identifiers,
API usage, etc. To mimic this scenario, we divide the OWASP
and real-world benchmark randomly into training and test sets.
Doing so, both training and test sets will have samples from
each program in the dataset. We refer to the real-world random
split dataset as RW-Rand for short.

Second, developers might want to deploy static analysis on
a new subject program. In this scenario, the training would be
performed on one set of programs, and learned model would
be applied to another. To mimic this scenario, we divide the
programs randomly so that a collection of programs forms the
training set and the remaining ones form the test set. To our
knowledge, this scenario has not been studied in the literature
for the SA report classification problem. Note that the OWASP
benchmark is not appropriate for the second scenario as all the
programs in the benchmark were developed by same people
and hence share many common properties like variable names,
length, API usage, etc. We refer to the real-world program-
wise split dataset as RW-PW for short.

Training Configuration. Evaluating ML algorithms re-
quires separating data points into a training set, used to
estimate model parameters, and a test set, used to evaluate
classifier performance. For both scenarios, we performed 5-
fold cross-validation, i.e., 5 random splits for the first scenario

and 5 program-wise splits for the second scenario, by dividing
the dataset into 5 subsets and using 4 subsets for training 1
subset for testing for each 4-way combinations. Furthermore,
we repeat each execution 5 times with different random seeds.
The purpose of these many repetitions (5-fold cross-validation
× 5 random seeds = 25 runs) is to evaluate whether the results
are consistent (see RQ3).

LSTM and GGNN are trained using an iterative algorithm
which requires users to provide a stopping criterion. We set
a timeout of 5 hours and we ended training if there was no
accuracy improvement for 20 and 100 epochs, respectively.
We made this choice because an LSTM epoch takes about 5
times longer to run than a GGNN epoch, making this threshold
approximately the same in terms of clock time.

For the LSTM, we conducted small-scale experiments of 15
epochs with the RW-Rand dataset and LSTM-Ext to determine
the word embedding dimension for tokens and batch size.
We tested 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 50 for the word embeddings
and 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 for the batch size. We observed that
word embedding dimension 8 and batch size 8 led to the
highest test accuracy on average and thus we use these values
in the remaining experiments. We also used this embedding
dimension for the pre-training of GGNN-Enc.

Metrics. To evaluate the efficiency of the ML algorithms
in terms of time, we use the training time and number of
epochs. After loading a learned model to the memory, the
time to test a data point is negligible (around a second) for
all ML algorithms. To evaluate effectiveness, we use recall,
precision, and accuracy as follows:

Precision(P) =
# of correctly classified true positives
# of samples classified as true positive

Recall(R) =
# of correctly classified true positives

all true positives

Accuracy(A) =
# of correctly classified samples

# of all samples, i.e., size of test set

Accuracy is a good indicator of effectiveness for our study
because there is no trivial way to achieve high accuracy
having an even distribution of samples for each class. Recall
can be more useful when missing a true positive report is
unacceptable (e.g., when analyzing safety-critical systems).
Precision can be more useful when the cost of reviewing false
positive report is unacceptable. All three metrics are computed
using the test portion of the datasets.

Research questions. With the above experimental setup,
we conducted our study to answer the following research
questions (RQ).

• RQ1 (overall performance comparison): Which family
of approaches perform better overall?

• RQ2 (effect of data preparation): What is the effect
of data preparation on performance?

• RQ3 (variability analysis): What is the variability in
the results?

• RQ4 (further interpreting the results): How do the
approaches differ in what they learn?



TABLE III
RECALL, PRECISION AND ACCURACY RESULTS FOR THE APPROACHES IN

TABLE II AND FOUR MOST ACCURATE ALGORITHMS FOR HEF, SORTED BY
ACCURACY. NUMBERS IN BIGGER FONT ARE MEDIAN OF 25 RUNS, AND

NUMBERS IN SMALLER FONT SEMI-INTERQUARTILE RANGE (SIQR). THE
DASHED-LINES SEPARATE THE APPROACHES THAT HAVE HIGH ACCURACY

FROM OTHERS AT A POINT WHERE THERE IS A RELATIVELY LARGE GAP.
dataset approach recall precision accuracy

OWASP

LSTM-Raw 100.00 0 100.00 0 100.00 0

LSTM-ANS 99.15 0.74 98.74 0.42 99.37 0.42

LSTM-Ext 98.94 1.90 99.57 0.44 99.16 1.16

LSTM-APS 98.30 0.42 99.14 0.21 98.53 0.27

BoW-Occ 97.90 0.45 97.90 1.25 97.47 0.74

BoW-Freq 97.90 0.45 97.00 0.25 97.26 0.31

GGNN-Enc 92.00 5.00 94.00 5.25 94.00 1.60

HEF-J48 88.50 1.65 75.10 0.50 79.96 0.21

GGNN-KOTI 78.50 6.25 81.00 2.50 79.00 1.95

HEF-RandomForest 85.50 1.65 74.10 0.65 78.32 0.50

GGNN-KOT 80.00 3.25 77.50 2.00 78.00 0.95

HEF-K* 84.70 2.05 73.60 0.90 77.68 1.37

HEF-MLP 79.10 7.00 70.90 2.10 73.00 1.27

RW-Rand

LSTM-Raw 90.62 2.09 86.49 3.52 89.33 2.19

LSTM-Ext 90.62 4.41 85.29 3.20 89.04 1.90

LSTM-APS 91.43 4.02 86.11 3.99 87.67 2.85

LSTM-ANS 89.29 2.86 84.21 3.97 87.67 1.59

BoW-Freq 86.10 2.30 87.90 1.85 87.14 1.85

BoW-Occ 84.40 4.45 87.50 3.85 85.53 2.45

GGNN-KOTI 83.00 4.50 84.00 3.50 84.21 1.55

HEF-K* 80.00 3.95 85.70 2.30 84.00 0.89

HEF-RandomForest 75.00 1.40 84.40 3.20 84.00 0.93

GGNN-KOT 89.00 7.00 80.00 7.00 83.56 3.48

GGNN-Enc 80.00 6.00 78.00 4.50 82.19 3.63

HEF-J48 78.10 2.15 82.40 0.90 81.33 0.92

HEF-MLP 71.40 2.80 86.20 6.10 81.33 1.97

RW-PW

LSTM-Ext 78.57 12.02 76.19 5.20 80.00 4.00

LSTM-APS 70.27 14.59 76.47 6.70 78.48 3.33

LSTM-ANS 62.16 25.58 75.76 7.02 74.68 3.85

LSTM-Raw 67.57 31.91 79.66 8.40 74.67 4.08

GGNN-Enc 77.00 36.00 75.00 19.50 74.67 5.89

GGNN-KOT 77.00 29.50 72.00 16.25 74.00 5.84

HEF-MLP 58.10 14.65 70.40 9.40 73.08 7.76

GGNN-KOTI 65.00 33.50 75.00 11.00 72.02 5.12

HEF-K* 66.10 24.50 60.60 14.90 68.00 9.75

HEF-J48 60.70 11.65 72.70 12.80 65.33 8.04

HEF-RandomForest 62.50 24.30 60.30 5.55 63.44 2.67

BoW-Occ 50.00 12.90 65.00 22.30 51.32 4.61

BoW-Freq 47.80 16.50 65.70 14.70 51.25 8.55

All experiments were carried on a 64-bit Linux (ver-
sion 3.10.0-693.17.1.el7) VM running on 12-core Intel Xeon
E312xx 2.4GHz (Sandy Bridge) processor and 262GB RAM.

V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

In total, we trained 1350 SA report classification models: 3
datasets × 5 splits × 5 random seeds × (9 algorithms for HEF
+ 2 BoW variations + 4 data preparation routines for LSTM
+ 3 node representations for GGNN). The summary of the
results can be found in Tables III and IV, as the median and
semi-interquartile range (SIQR) of 25 runs. We report median
and SIQR because we do not have any hypothesis about the
underlying distribution of the data. Note that, for HEF, we
list the four algorithms that had the best accuracy: K*, J48,
RandomForest, and MLP. We now answer each RQ.

A. RQ1: Overall Performance Comparison

In this section, we analyze the overall performance of
four main learning approaches using the accuracy metric and

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF EPOCHS AND TRAINING TIMES FOR THE LSTM AND GGNN

APPROACHES. MEDIAN AND SQIR VALUES AS IN TABLE III

# of epochs training time(min)

OWASP

LSTM-Raw 170 48 23 11

LSTM-ANS 221 47 32 4

LSTM-APS 237 35 31 4

LSTM-Ext 197 79 37 20

GGNN-KOT 303 113 28 10

GGNN-KOTI 218 62 20 6

GGNN-Enc 587 182 54 17

RW-Rand

LSTM-Raw 62 1 303 1

LSTM-ANS 64 1 303 1

LSTM-APS 63 1 303 1

LSTM-Ext 50 0 304 2

GGNN-KOT 325 6 301 0

GGNN-KOTI 325 6 300 0

GGNN-Enc 326 4 300 0

RW-PW

LSTM-Raw 63 2 301 2

LSTM-ANS 65 2 301 6

LSTM-APS 65 2 302 2

LSTM-Ext 52 2 303 2

GGNN-KOT 284 54 250 47

GGNN-KOTI 215 21 194 17

GGNN-Enc 245 50 211 58

we observe that the trends we mention here also hold for
the recall and precision metrics. In Table III, we separated
high performing approaches from others with a dashed-line at
points where there is a large gap in accuracy. Overall, LSTM-
based approaches outperform other learning approaches in
accuracy. The deep learning approaches (LSTM and GGNN)
classify false positives more accurately than HEF and BoW, at
the cost of longer training times. The gap between LSTM and
GGNN and other approaches is larger in the second application
scenario suggesting that the hidden representations learned
generalize across programs better than HEF and BoW features.
Next, we analyze the results for each dataset.

For the OWASP dataset, all LSTM approaches achieve
above 98% for recall, precision, and accuracy metrics. BoW
approaches are close, achieving about 97% accuracy. The HEF
approaches, however, are all below the dashed-line with below
80% accuracy. We conjecture that the features used by HEF do
not adequately capture the symptoms of false (or true) positive
reports (see Section V-D). The GGNN variations have a big
difference in accuracy. The GGNN-Enc achieves 94%, while
the other two variations achieve around 80% accuracy. This
suggests that for the OWASP dataset, the value of the PDG
nodes, i.e., the textual content of the programs, carry useful
signals to be learned during training. This also explains the
outstanding performance of the BoW and LSTM approaches,
as they mainly use this textual content in training.

For the RW-Rand dataset, two LSTM approaches achieve
close to 90% accuracy, followed by BoW approaches at around
86%. GGNN and HEF approaches achieve around 80% accu-
racy. This result suggests that the RW-Rand dataset contains
more relevant features the HEF approaches can take advantage
of, and we conjecture that the overall accuracy of the other
three algorithms dropped because of the larger programs and
vocabulary in this dataset. Table V shows the number of the
words and length of samples for the LSTM approaches (the



TABLE V
DATASET STATS FOR THE LSTM APPROACHES. FOR THE SAMPLE

LENGTH, NUMBERS IN THE NORMAL FONT ARE THE MAXIMUM AND IN
THE SMALLER FONT ARE THE MEAN.

dictionary size sample length
approach OWASP real-world OWASP real-world

LSTM-Raw 333 13 237 735 224 156 393 18524

LSTM-ANS 284 9724 706 212 149 886 18104

LSTM-APS 284 9666 706 212 150 755 18378

LSTM-Ext 251 4730 925 277 190 950 23031

normal font is the maximum while the smaller font is the
mean). As expected, the dictionary gets smaller while the
samples get larger as we apply more data preparation. For
GGNN, the number of nodes is 24 on average and 82 at most,
the number of edges is 47 on average and 174 at most in
the OWASP dataset. The real-world dataset has 1880 average
to 16 479 maximum nodes, and 6411 average to 146 444
maximum edges. The real-world dataset is significantly larger
both in dictionary sizes and sample lengths.

For the RW-PW dataset, all the accuracy results except
LSTM-Ext are below 80%. Recall that this split was created
for the second application scenario where the training is
performed using one set of programs and testing is done
using others. We observe the neural networks (i.e., LSTM
and GGNN) still produce reasonable results, while the results
of HEF and BoW dropped significantly. This suggests that
neither the hand-engineered features nor the textual content of
the programs are adequate for the second application scenario,
without learning any structural information from the programs.

Next, Both HEF and BoW approaches are very efficient.
All their variations completed training in less than a minute
for all datasets, while the LSTM and GGNN approaches run
for hours for the RW-Rand and RW-PW datasets (Table IV).
This is mainly due to the large number of parameters being
optimized in the LSTM and GGNN.

Lastly, note that the results on the OWASP dataset (Ta-
ble III) are directly comparable with the results reported by
Koc et al. [35], which report 85% and 90% accuracy for pro-
gram slice and control-flow graph representations, respectively.
In this paper, we only experimented with program slices as
they are a precise summarization of the programs. With the
same dataset, our LSTM-Ext approach, which does not learn
from any program-specific tokens, achieves 99.57% accuracy.
Therefore, we conjecture these improvements are due to the
better and more precise data preparation routines we perform.

B. RQ2: Effect of Data Preparation

We now analyze the effect of different data preparation
techniques for the ML approaches. Recall the goal of data
preparation is to provide the most effective use of information
that is available in the program context. We found LSTM-Ext
produced the overall best accuracy results across the three
datasets. The different node representations of GGNN present
tradeoffs, while the BoW variations produced similar results.

Four code transformation routines were introduced for
LSTM. LSTM-Raw achieves 100% accuracy on the OWASP
dataset. This is because LSTM-Raw performs only basic data

cleansing and tokenization, with no abstraction for variable,
method, and class identifiers. Many programs in the OWASP
benchmark have variables named “safe,” “unsafe,” “tainted,”
etc., giving away the answer to the classification task. On the
other hand, the RW-PW dataset benefits from more transfor-
mation routines that perform abstraction and word extraction.
LSTM-Ext outperformed LSTM-Raw by 5.33% in accuracy for
the RW-PW dataset.

We presented three node representation techniques for
GGNN. For the OWASP dataset, we observe a significant
improvement in accuracy from 78% with GGNN-KOT to
94% with GGNN-Enc. This suggests that very basic struc-
tural information from the OWASP programs (i.e., the kind,
operation, and type information included in GGNN-KOT)
carries limited signal about true and false positives, while
the textual information included in GGNN-Enc carries more
signal, leading to a large improvement. This trend, however, is
not preserved on the real-world datasets. All GGNN variations
(GGNN-KOT, GGNN-KOTI, and GGNN-Enc) performed simi-
larly with 83.56%, 84.21%, and 82.19% accuracy, respectively,
on the RW-Rand, and 74%, 72%, and 74.67% accuracy on
the RW-PW datasets. Overall, we think the GGNN trends
are not clear partly because of the nature of data such as
sample lengths, dictionary and dataset sizes (Tables I and V).
Moreover, the information encoded in the GGNN-KOT and
GGNN-KOTI approaches is very limited whereas it might be
too much condensed in GGNN-Enc (taking the average over
the embeddings of all tokens that appear in the statement),
making the signals harder to learn.

BoW-Occ and BoW-Freq had similar accuracy in general.
The largest difference is the 85.53% and 87.14% accuracy
for BoW-Occ and BoW-Freq, respectively, on the RW-Rand
dataset. This result suggests that checking the presence of a
word is almost as useful as counting its occurrences.

C. RQ3: Variability Analysis

In this section, we analyze the variance in the recall,
precision, and accuracy results using the semi-interquartile
range (SIQR) value given in the smaller font in Table III.

Note that, unlike other algorithms, J48 and K* determin-
istically produce the same models when trained on the same
training set. The variance observed for J48 and K* is only due
to the different splits of the same dataset.

On the OWASP dataset, all approaches have little variance,
except for a 7% SIQR for the recall value of HEF-MLP.

On the RW-Rand dataset, SIQR values are relatively higher
for all approaches but still under 4% for many of the high
performing approaches. The BoW-Freq approach has the min-
imum variance for recall, precision, and accuracy. The LSTM-
ANS and LSTM-Ext follow this minimum variance result. And
the HEF-based approaches lead to the highest variance overall.

On the RW-PW dataset, the variance is even bigger. For
recall in particular, we observe SIQR values around 30% with
some of the HEF, LSTM, and GGNN approaches. The best
performing two LSTM approaches, LSTM-Ext and LSTM-APS,
have less than 4% difference between quartiles in accuracy. We



(A) (B) (C)
Fig. 2. Venn diagrams of the number of correctly classified examples for HEF-J48, BoW-Freq, LSTM-Ext, and GGNN-KOT approaches, average for 5 models
trained for the OWASP (A), RW-Rand (B), and RW-PW (C) datasets (474, 74, and 80 test samples respectively).

conjecture this is because the accuracy value directly relates
to the loss function being optimized (minimized), while recall
and precision are indirectly related. Lastly, applying more data
preparation for LSTM leads to a smaller variance for all the
three metrics for the PW-RW dataset.

D. RQ4: Further Interpreting the Results

To draw more insights on the above results, we further
analyze four representative variations, one in each family of
approaches. We chose HEF-J48, BoW-Freq, LSTM-Ext, and
GGNN-KOT because these instances generally produce the
best results in their family. Figure 2 shows Venn diagrams
that illustrate the distribution of the correctly classified reports,
for these approaches with their overlaps (intersections) and
differences (as the mean for 5 models). For example, in
Figure 2-A, the value 294 in the region covered by all four
colors means these reports were correctly classified by all four
approaches, while the value 1.8 in the blue only region mean
these reports were correctly classified only by LSTM.

The RW-Rand results in Figure 2-B show that 43 reports
were correctly classified by all four approaches, meaning these
reports have symptoms that are detectable by all approaches.
On the other hand, 30.6 (41%) of the reports were misclassified
by at least one approach.

The RW-PW results in Figure 2-C show that only 20 reports
were correctly classified by all approaches, which is mostly
due to the poor performance of the HEF-J48 and BoW-Freq.
The LSTM-Ext and GGNN-KOT can correctly classify about
10 more reports which were misclassified both by the HEF-J48
and BoW-Freq. This suggests that the LSTM-Ext and GGNN-
KOT captured more generic signals that hold across programs.

Last, the overall results in Figure 2 show that no single
approach correctly classified a superset of any other approach,
and therefore there is a potential for achieving better accuracy
by combining multiple approaches.

Figure 3-A shows a sample program from the OWASP
dataset to demonstrate the potential advantage of the
LSTM-Ext. At line 2, the param variable receives a
value from request.getQueryString(). This value
is tainted because it comes from the outside source
HttpServletRequest. The switch block on lines 7
to 16 controls the value of the variable bar. Because
switchTarget is assigned ‘B’ on line 4, bar always

receives the value “bob". On line 17, the variable sql is
assigned to a string containing bar, and then used as a
parameter in the statement.executeUpdate(sql) call
on line 20. In this case, FindSecBugs overly approximates that
the tainted value read into the param variable might reach
the executeUpdate statement, which would be a potential
SQL injection vulnerability, and thus generates a vulnerability
warning. However, because bar always receives the safe value
“bob”, this report is a false positive.

Among the four approaches we discuss here, this report was
correctly classified only by LSTM-Ext. To illustrate the reason,
we show the different inputs of these approaches. Figure 3-B
shows the sequential representation used by LSTM-Ext. HEF-
J48 used the following feature vector:

[[[rule_namerule_namerule_name : SQL_INJECT ION,

sink_linesink_linesink_line : 19, sink_identi f iersink_identi f iersink_identi f ier : Statement .executeUpdate,

source_linesource_linesource_line : 2, source_identi f iersource_identi f iersource_identi f ier : request .getQueryString,

f unctionsf unctionsf unctions : 4,witness_lengthwitness_lengthwitness_length : 2, number_bugsnumber_bugsnumber_bugs : 1, conditionsconditionsconditions : 1,
severityseverityseverity : 5, conf idenceconf idenceconf idence : High, timetimetime : 2, classes_involvedclasses_involvedclasses_involved : 1]]]

Notice that this feature vector does not include any infor-
mation about the string variable guess, the switch block,
or overall logic that exists in the program. Instead, it relies on
correlations that might exist for the features above. For this
example, such correlations weight more for the true positive
decision, thus lead to a misclassification.

On the other hand, the LSTM-Ext representation includes
the program information. For example, VAR 6 gets assigned
to the return value of the request.getQueryString
method, and VAR 10 is defined as STR 1 . char At
(1) (STR 1 is the first string that appears in this program,
i.e., “ABC”). We see the tokens switch VAR 10 at line 5
corresponding to the switch statement. Then, we see string
and SQL operations through lines 7 to 12, followed by a
PHI instruction at line 13. This sequential representation helps
LSTM-Ext to correctly classify the example as a false positive.

Last, BoW-Freq misclassified this example using the tokens
in Figure 3-B without their order. This suggests that the overall
correlation of the tokens that appear in this slice does not favor
the false positive class. We argue that the correct classification
by LSTM-Ext was not due to the presence of certain tokens,
but rather due to the sequential structure.



1 public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request...){
2 String param = request.getQueryString();
3 String sql, bar, guess = "ABC";
4 char switchTarget = guess.charAt(1); // ’B’
5 // Assigns param to bar on conditions ’A’ or ’C’
6 switch (switchTarget) {
7 case ’A’:
8 bar = param; break;
9 case ’B’: // always holds

10 bar = "bob"; break;
11 case ’C’:
12 bar = param; break;
13 default:
14 bar = "bob’s your uncle"; break;
15 }
16 sql = "UPDATE USERS SET PASSWORD=’" + bar + "’

WHERE USERNAME=’foo’";
17 try {
18 java.sql.Statement statement =

DatabaseHelper.getSqlStatement();
19 int count = statement.executeUpdate(sql);
20 } catch (java.sql.SQLException e) {
21 throw new ServletException(e);
22 }}

(A)
1 org owasp benchmark UNK UNK do Post ( Http Servlet
2 Request Http Servlet Response ) : String VAR 6 = p
3 1 request get Query String ( ) : C VAR 10 = STR 1
4 char At ( 1 ) : switch VAR 10 : String Builder VAR
5 14 = new String Builder : String Builder VAR 18 =
6 VAR 14 append ( STR 0 ) : String Builder VAR 20 =
7 VAR 18 append ( VAR 13 ) : String Builder VAR 23 =
8 VAR 20 append ( STR 3) : String VAR 25 = VAR 23 to
9 String ( ) : java sql Statement VAR 27 = get Sql

10 Statement ( ) : I VAR 29 = VAR 27 execute Update (
11 VAR 25 ) : PHI VAR 13 = VAR 6 STR 4 VAR 6 STR 2

(B)
Fig. 3. An example program (simplified) from the OWASP benchmark
that was correctly classified only by LSTM-Ext (A) and the sequential
representation used for LSTM-Ext (B)

E. Threats To Validity

There are several threats to the validity of our study. First,
the benchmarks may not be representative. Indeed, the OWASP
benchmark is synthetic. Therefore, we collected the first real-
world benchmark for classifying SA results, consisting of 14
programs to increase the generalizability of our results. In
addition, our real-world benchmark consists of 400 data points
which may not be large enough to train neural networks with
high confidence. We repeated the experiments using different
random seeds and data splittings to analyze the variability
that might be caused by having limited data. Second, we
ran our experiments on a virtual machine, which may affect
the training times. However, since these models would be
trained offline and very rarely, we are primarily interested in
effectiveness of the approaches in this study.

VI. RELATED WORK

Two lines of research are most related to the work described
in this paper. First, we briefly discuss research that uses ML to
classify false positive SA reports. Second, we briefly discuss
the broader use of ML, specifically, NLP approaches, directly
on the source code. To the best of our knowledge, there are
no prior empirical studies of ML approaches for false positive
SA report classification.

False positive report filtering using ML. To date, most
research aimed at filtering false positive SA reports has used
hand-engineered features [22], [23], [61], [69]. For instance,
Tripp et al. [61] identify 14 such features for false positive
XSS reports generated for JavaScript programs. We evaluated
this approach by adopting these 14 features for Java programs,
attempting to hew closely to the type of features used in the
original work. More recently, Koc et al. [35] conducted a
case study applying a recurrent neural network approach to
the synthetic OWASP benchmark. Although the results were
promising, the approach had not been applied to real-world
programs. We extend and evaluate this approach with more
precise program summarization and data preparation routines
using real-world programs. Raghothaman et al. [50] build on
an ML approach, Bayesian inference, that additional relies on
direct feedback from human tool users. We did not include
this work in our evaluation because it works on per program
basis and requires user input. Furthermore, none of the existing
work in this line of research has studied our second application
scenario which tries to generalize learning to new programs.

NLP techniques applied to code. Multiple researchers have
successfully applied NLP techniques to programs to tackle
SE problems such as clone detection [66], API mining [12],
[19], variable naming and renaming [1], [51], code suggestion
and completion [46], [52], [62], bug detection [3]. Allamanis
et al. [2] conducted an extensive survey of such research
efforts. However, none of these efforts addresses the problem
of identifying and distinguishing false positive SA reports.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented the first empirical study that evaluates four
families of ML approaches, i.e, HEF, BoW, LSTM, and
GGNN, for classifying static analysis results to filter false
positives from true positives. To adapt these approaches to
classify false positives, we introduced new code transforma-
tions for preparing data as inputs,

In our experiments, we compared 13 ML approaches from
four families, using two benchmarks under two application
scenarios. The results of our experiments suggest that the
LSTM approach generally achieves better accuracy. We also
observed that, across all approaches, the second application
scenario in which the training is done with one set of pro-
grams and the models are tested on other programs is more
challenging, It requires learning the symptoms of true/false
positive reports that holds across programs. Particularly in
this application scenario, we observed that more detailed data
preparation with abstraction and word extraction leads to
significant increases in accuracy. We also showed that there
can be higher variance in recall and precision than in accuracy.
We conjecture this is because the recall and precision are not
directly related to the loss function being optimized in training.

In future work, we plan to explore a voting scheme that
combines different ML approaches to create an ensemble
classifier that can achieve better accuracy. In addition, we
will extend the experiments with other SA tools, which also
requires collecting new ground-truth datasets.
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